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ABSTRACT
A summary and highlight of the significant

developments, major accomplishments and important research findings

of the three years of operation of the Honolulu Buddy System Project
is contained in this document. In addition, the implications that the
research data have generated, along with further directions to be

explored are included. Most importantly, the report specifies the
exact ways in which the Family Court can incorporate the concept and
techniques demonstrated by the Buddy System into the existing Family
Court structure and how they may effectively be utilized by the

present staff. Significant achievements that are identified include

the following: (1) participation in the program does not in and of

itself increase .school attendance; (2) the utilization of the
principles and techniques of behavior modification is effective 1-11

the treatment. of youth participating in the project; and (3)
nonprofessionals can be trained to become effective change agents

when working witn youth. Among the problem, areas that are listed are

the following: the administrative delays in processing contracts and
hiring personnel, the inadequacies of the Youth Referral System,
parental refusal to participate in projects due to labeling, the
training of parents, and data collection by buddies and behavior
analysts. A major consistent findings is that the Buddy System is
most effective in reducing offenses than in preventing them.
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INTRODUCTION

This Final Report of the Honolulu Buddy System Project will attempt

to summarize and highlight the significant developments, major accomplish-

ments and important research findings of the three years the Buddy System

was in operation: July 1, 1970 thru September 30, 1973. In addition, it

will point out the implications that the research data have generated and

further directions to be explored. Most importantly, this report will

specify the exact ways in which the Family Court can incorporate the

concept and techniques demonstrated by the Buddy System into the existing

Family Court structure and how they may effectively be utilized by the

present staff.

Foia detailed account of each year's operation, the reader is referred

to the following reports:

1st year 1. Final Report: An Evaluation of the First Year of the

Buddy System, City Demonstration Agency, City and County

of Honolulu, Hawaii, July, 1971.

2. The Buddy System Model: Community-Based Delinquency

Prevention Utilizing Indigenous Non-Professionals as

Behavior Change Agents, Social Welfare Development and

Research Center, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii,

September, 1972.

2nd year 3. A Descriptive and Evaluative Report on the Buddy_System:
,

First Half of the Second Action Year (Jutyl, 1971 -

December 31, 1971), Social Welfare D opment and

Research Center, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii,

January, 1972.
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4. Buddy System Report: Third Quarter of the Second Action

Year (January 1, 1972 - )larch 31, 1972), Social Welfare

Pevelopment and Research Center, University of Hawaii,

Honolulu, Hawaii, April, 1972.

5. Buddy System: Final Report of the Second Project Year,

Social Welfare Development and Research Center, University

of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, September, 1972.1

. Buddy System: !Research Findings of the Second Project

Year, Social Welfare Development and Research Center,

University of Hawaii, Honolulu, -Hawaii, June, 1973.

3rd year 7. Buddy system Report: First Quarter of the Third Action

Year (July 1, 1972 - September 30, 1972), Social Welfare

Developffient and Research Center, University of Hawaii,

Honolultp;, Hawaii, December, 1972.

8. Buddy System Report: Second and Third Quarters of the-

Third Action Year (October 1, 1972 - March 31, 1973),

Social Welfare Development and Research Center, University

of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, March, 1973.

9. Buddy System Project: Training,.Evaluation & Research,

Annual Report: 3rd Action Year (July 1, 1972 - July 31,

1973), Social Welfare Development and Research Cdhter,

University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, July, 1973.

The Buddy System Project was operated under the sponsorship of The

Judiciary, Family Court of Honolulu, Children and Youth Services Branch.

The Project was terminated due to lack of state funds which were necessary

to continue the program and also due to federal restrictions imposed on the

Family Court for there of HEW Title IV-A monies. During its operation

the Buddy System was. funded by the Honolulu Model Cities Agency which was

6
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under the U.S. Departmeit of i1n and Urban Development. Additionally,

supplemental grants were obtained fro:11 the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare (for the period July, 1970, through June, 1973).

The operating budget fur a 12 month period averaged $130,000. During

fL

the first year of operation the cost was estimated at $110,000 while costs

fdr the final year of operation amounted to an estimated $140,000. The

increase in t_0st 4lue to an inLrease in personnel, fixed salary increases,

and the hiring of Buddies for longer durations than in the first two years.

The primary objectives of the Buddy System Project were four-fold:

1. To promott non-delinquent behavior, academic achievement and/or

occupational achievement during each project year for 120 youths

who were dropouts, potential dropouts and delinquents. Thes

f
were to be achieved through a) reducing delinquent behavior,

b) improving school attendance, c) improving school performance,

and d) improving relations with the family;

2. To demOnstrate successful techniques for altering behavior of

dropouts, potential dropouts and delinquents;

3. tfo demonstrate the value of para-professionals in the areas of

delinquency prevention and control, rehabilitation, youth develop-
,

ment and education; and

To increase th,. capabilitits of agencies and personnel now dealing

with youth development and rehabilitation,

The Buddy System Project objeLtives were directly related to the goals

and objctives of the HonOlulu Model Cities program. (For further specifics

of Model Cities goals refor to report #1, page 2.)



TARGET POPULATION

4
The primary target population consisted of 120 school-age youths who

were described as "potential dropoet,; dropouts and delinquents" in the

Kalihi-Palama and Waianae coast areas. The behaviors of these youths

were characterized as poor school attendance, low academic performance,

and curfew as well as other la:: violations. The yuths were referred to

the Buddy Systeea through school ,ounselors (schools referred from 807. to

907 of the youths), Family Court probation office?s, police officers,

parents and concerned residents.

During the three years of Project implementation, the target group

was expanded slightly. During the first year, only intermediate age

youngsters (junior high school) were ;ecruited_and serviced. In the second

a
year of operation, high school students in the 10th grade were added to

,

those who were previously eligible. During the third year, active recruit-

ment and services were extended to elementary age youngsters (the youngest

child being in the second grade) in addition to intermediate and high

,.school youths..

The secondary target group was 40 residents of the Model Neighborhood

Areas - 20 from Kalihi-Palama and 20 from the Waianae coast, ranging

in age from 18 to 63 years, who served as Buddies to the youths. The

Project attempted to equip the buddies with skills necessary for working

with youths with behavioral problems and to supplement their incomes with

$150 monthly stipends.

Each buddy was'assigned an average of three youngsters with whom he

was to meet weekly and Lu engage jointly in constructive social activities.

Additionally, each buddy was held responsible for meeting regulailywith

parents, school cotjk,elors, and other significant adults in the youngster's

4
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environment. Most importantly, the buddy attended regular training sessions

(twice monthly) at which time he was instructed in the use of behavior

management techniques to be utilized systematically in shaping prosocial

behaviors.

Initially the buddies were paid for task completions over a two week

payroll period on a "point system" basis. That is, they earned specific

points for completion of each task assigned to them.. Due to faulty methods

by which it was administered by the agency which was hampered by fiscal

limitations, the system was modified during the third year of the Project
4

to better suit the needs of the operating agencies payroll syktem and

expressions of need by the buddies. This arear however, continued to be

a troublesome one which was never totally resolved, and will be further

-elaborated upon later in this report. In addition to their monthly stipends

each buddy was also allowed-$10 per youth per month reimbursement for

'but -of- pocket" money to cover costs Of treats, outings, etc.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The Project. operated under the Family Court, First Circuit, Children

and Youth, .Services Branch, with the branch administrator serving as the

project director. The position was responsible for the maintenance.of

general supervision over the program and its operation, including all fiscal

matters. A full-time project coordinator was responsible for actual

management of daily operations, including recruitment and selection of

buddies and participating youths and coordination of training'' activities

.3

within the Project. Two area coordinators wyt hired on a half-time basis

in October 1972 to assist in the administration of the Project. Their

9
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responsibilities included assisting with recruitment'of youths, assignment

of youngsters to buddies; and supervision of- buddies in the field.

Training, evaluation and research components of the Project were sub-

contracted with the Social Welfare DeveIopmenrapd Research Center (SWDRC)
. ,

of the University of Hawaii for each project year. "Program direction and

consultations in all aspects of the Project were provided on a sustained

basis by the regular staff of the SWDRC.

The first year training staff was composed of two graduate students

in clinical psychology who served as consultants and four behavior analysts

who were graduate students in social work and psychology. During the

second year, the behavior analysts included four probation officers and

experienced buddies who were randomly selected to participate As trainers.'

During the third year of operation, six probation officers served in the

capacity of trainers (behavior analysts) while one probation officer served

as-a training consultant.0 Six expdrienced buddies were also selected as

behavior analysts and considered an integral part of the staff although

they continued to perform their routine duties as buddies. For a more

detailed account of the staffing pattern during. each year of operation,

0

:please refer to Reports #1, 15, #9.

'Generally, the administration of the Project remained quite stable

over the three years of operation, The only major change occurred when the

project coordinator position vacated and subsequently re-filled after the

first year of operation. Further, the training staff was increasingly

drawn from among the ranks of the Family Court and experienced buddies who

participated during the first through the third years, thus fulfilling two

general goals of the SWDRC, viz., steps toward institutionalizing the Project

within an existing agency and the utilization o`f para- professiorials for tasks

heretofore performed, only by professional staff.

10
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METHODOLOGY

7

Immediately afterrecruitment and selectionlof 40 residents each

.

from the Waiaaae and Kalii-Ppama areas initial'Jri,,rcabiom and training

were-prbvided to cover 'fodel fiord; ,, project, objectives and the

Project's relevance Ls/ the delinquency problem. Throughout the project
V

year the buddies attend regular training sessions where they learned

contingency management (.bchaviorai) techniqtles., W th 6he help and super-'

vision,of behavior analysts they were taught the neces'sary,skillg and
.e,'

..--.1

teci1niques, for dLrect application to Cie, ycAAn4sr,ic assigned co them. The1
training format was carried out by means of the triadic model of intervens-

,
.

.

,tion (Tharp & Wetzel 1969). in thin operational schema, consultants

(i.e. professionals),provide expertise, and training to behavior analysts

(i.e. nonprofeLionals) aho go into the home and school to instruct mediators

(1.:e. parents, teacher,, and significant others in the youngster's natural'

environment) to alter the behaviors -of the targets 'i.e. deviant youth).

Different research,questions were inw.stigated in each of the' first '

Area years, In the first year control' youngsters were compared with fbose

Tn the Buddy System. The Buddy System Youth were divided into three groups

in which the assigned buddy provided either 1) a warm and positiveerelation-

ship, 2) social approval for imprOvement of the target behavior, or 3) both

social approval and $10 per month contingent on improvement of the target

behavior. These three groups and the controls were then compared with

respect to their relative improvement of the problems for which each youngster

was referred.

In the second year youths who committed serious offenges in the prior

year and youths with only minor or no offenses were assessed for their

offense record during .their participation in the Buddy System. Data were

1 1



llected on all Buddy System youths who partici.pated 'during?' the Pro jeces

- first two years as pen as control youngsters.
el

.

During the third year data wart coll.lted ,.is ttFtS, ratings, inter-

views, etc. on the youths, buddies, behavior analysts., and parents. This

'information was correlated with imp.rovemenL of the target behayiors to

determine the aspects of the :,',,,idy,System which were most conducive to

effectiveness with the youngsters.

For detailed information ,,on these resverca in,estigations please 'refer

ti

to the annual reports for each or the first three years and Appen'i g of
,

this report-

k

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMEN1S

During the three years that the program operated, the Project",

accomplished significant achievements in its stated objectives. Achieve-
,

.wments which arc identified include takl following:

Objective fi-r. To promote non-delinquent behavior, academic achievement,

and/or occupational achievement for,120 youths who-are

dropouts, potential dropouts and delinquents.

From an anakysis of the available data, including school attendance

trecords and court record,,, the following conclusion is drawn: Participation

in the Buddy Systcm does not in and cf itself Increase school attendance.

Increases in attcnJance can oul he ected from those oun sters for whom

this was a target behavior.

'Offense records show dramatic reductions in the numer of-youthp

ting offenses and in frequency of offenses committed by, those youths who

had offense records in the: years prior to their entry into the Buddy System.

The first two years' rciulis also ff5ow somesome youths who had no reported

12



offenses befqie they entered the Prc.,t, did acquire them during their

participation in th.! Budd System. Among the youths in the latter group,

.one in five comdtted a major c.ffens and one in four a minor offense.

Cleary the Buddy System demonsti.lted that it was most effective in reducing

offenses rather thin pre4)nting tri r.: and priority should be given'to youths

with prior offenses fer entry into the Buddy System.1

Objectiire 0 U demonstrate -uccessful techniques for altering behavior

of dropouts, pot,mtial dropouts and delinquents.

The project -aiccessfully demonstrated that the utilization of the

princijles and techniques of 1,eha:icr modification was effective in the

treatment of youth partici,ating in the Project. BuddieS were successful

in v their youngsters' bth.etios when they correct15, applied these

techniques. The target behaviors Included 1) attending school, .2) coming

home on time, 3) helping siblings and parents around the house, and

4) interacting constructively with others.

Objective #3. to demonstrate the value of para-professionals in the areas

of delinquency prevention and control, rehabilitation, youth.

development and education.

The Budd) System Proect clearly demonstrated that non-professionals

can be trained to becxlic effective change agents when working with youth.

Behavral data collected throughout the first project year indicated that

by instructing buddies in behavior management skills and by helping them

implement intervention programs with their target youngsters, greater

behavior change occurred-than exhibited by youths in no treatment-control.
2

1 & 2 Report *9, page 3.
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There :ere additionai indicatrs to support the notior that the use

of para-professicnals eras in youth prevntitn-treatment etfurts.

Within the Family court staff many probation officers were observed to be

working cooperativel'. .:A.h the buddies. Buadies and probation officers,

alike, conferred on specifi. worked j,intly on intervention

programs for identified ycunf4 cs. Buddies wer,!. seen sharing such tasks

as accompanying: their youth' court, visiting the detention home, etc.

Probation officers oftt a called on buddie:s rcgelariy and welcomed their

information and "feedback" regardin yoitth ,:lder Court supervision.

Observation #4. To increa...r ilities of existing agencies and

personnel nJW dealing with youth development and rehabilitation.

During the three years of the P-ro,,!ct's existence, the Family Court

increased its commitment to thL pro ram hr increasing the involvement of its

probation officers from two wt re participant-observers during the first

year of operation, to seven probation officers during the third and final

year. Among these, six probation officers served as behavior analysts and

were responsible fot the training and supervising of the buddies, while

the seventh probation officer, who had served as a behavior analyst during

the second year, acquired sufficient >K ills to serve as a training consul-

rant during the third year. This demonstrated the increased integration of

the buddy system model of intervention within the Family Court, and the

enhancement of the capabilities -f individuals employed in the human services.
3

OTHER SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS

1. Demonstration of a traininE model for enhancing the effectiveness

of non-professionals. A trainin package was developed by the SWDRC.for

'Report #9, pages U 7.

14
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the Buddy S7..,:tem that was speci:ically designed tc equip non-professional_

with behavioral intervention

oriented youtl,. LS :luau'

, ne:e:,,ari when working with problem

d

programmed text that s:a6 desik:ned to individuallze the learnitz program

and facilitate the tr.Li.' uL--professional as effective change agents.4

It holds much prorAse as a tool for tc-aining c- be utilized for agency

staff development, :.it e Lip- ;1;:ies of e--.istin,,s social

service ...:;enei,s.5 The trainin.manual developed during the second

action year and tested during he tiird ,-ear b_ the rarticipating buddies

and staff. It was revised after the third training year and the final text

is currently available at the SWDRC.

2. Successful iTrplementatiou of r-rganizational model for the

delivery of human services. The triadic mode_l of intervention as demon-

strated by the Buddy iystem coubined the use of nonprofessional personnel

and the techniques of behavior modificatior. In addition it successfully

combined the use of nonprofessional and professional personnel in the

delivery of effective services.6

3. Data collection, analysis and evaluation. The Buddy System was

one of the few Na el Cities projects which incorporated on-going research

and objective' annual evaluation into the total program. Throughout the

duration of the program research activities :were conducted by the Social

Welfare Development and Research Center. The program operations were

continuously modified in accordance with the rt.ults of data assessment.

4Report #9, page 5.

5Report page 5.

()Report #9, page 6.
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The Buddy System syste7atiLallv int.rvention =nd training

procedures, discarded thol, that vt.r:, '!ne'fecriv- drC refined those that

were effective.

4. vse of nonprIfessionals as trainers of other nonprofessionals.

During the second ind v(-.4rs of ope:.aticr, t.le Buddy Svsten used

experienced returning b,ddis from previc%, years to train new buddies.

This represented a signifi,-.art tep in pro ..iding resident beneficiaries of

the Model Neighborhoods the experi,ae teeth:I * be employed in youth development

and delinquency prevention enaea.--,--. A ntrili cf buddies were hired for full-

time positions by youth serving ag,mcies as a result of their exposure,

training and experience -:iLh the Buddy System, i.e., one buddy obtained

a job as outreach counselor at Central Intermediate School, another buddy

obtained a full-time job with the Waianae Rap Center, and a third buddy

found employment with the Honolulu Police Departmcnt: also during the

summers of 1972 and 197i six buddies worked full-time as supervisors in

the Model Cities Summer Youth Employment program.

PROBLEM AREAS

Throughout the duration of the Buddy System Project a number of problem

areas were identified and continued to plague prcr:.m operations and

hamper its eff(:cLiveno,,. Some problems which arose during a particular

period of time were resolved by administrative changes or modifications to

the existing operational format. Other problen,s continued to occur throughout

the three years. It should be noted that as these problems were recognized,

sincere attempts were made to identify solutions at various levels but to no

avail.

1. Administrative delays in processing contracts and hiring personnel.

A delay in program implementation uLcurred at the beginning of each project'

16
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year due to tie time consuming precessin of contracts among the model

Cities agencies, the Judiciary. an6 the .niers:I: of ibwaii. his delay,

in turn, was responsibl,!..fc.: the late re,.ruitment oz buddies and subswent

hiring of buddies whi:. r,!,,,tt,d in a late start for training and

interventigns.

2. Inadeouacies of tae referral Cy rem. During the first year

of the Project there were inufficitnt you-:11 referrals from cooperating

agencies and other community resovrces. This 113,pered the prompt assip-

mend of youth to buddies anc3 f -ther delayed fr ,.? pooling of identified

youths for control purposes which was needed for the research study. This

problem was resolved somewhat during the secnnd and third years of the

program by the identification of a liaison within each referring school

and by the area-coordinators, whose primary responsibility was to elicit

referrals. School teachers and couns,alors apparently found it time

consuming to complete the project referral form-requested and as a result,

the area-coordinators were increasingly depended upon to recruit target

yoaths. Securing a iar.4e pool oE referrals for control pufposes ccntinued

to be a problem. As youths terminated their participation in the program

they were replaced by those whO had originally been placed in the control

group. This latter condition depleted the number of youths available in

the control group.

'3. Refusal to participate in project due to "labeling". Because the

program was operated by the Family Court many parents and youth alike tended

to associate it with problem oriented or delinquent youth. Some parents

refused to allow their youngsters to participate because they interpreted

the participation under Family Court supervision undesirable.

4. Training of Parents. Th ; was a major dimension etplored and the

Buddy System made several attempts to secure active parent involvement in

17



spec,ially designed trainin!

14

CL-se ce=,ions itcended

only a handful of parent,, lse of :nctntivs were explored but abandoned

due to funding limitations 7

5. Data collection by buddies Ind behavior analysts.- A recurring

problem was the buddis. Aifficiht data on the target

behaviors of their Althotigh some 'cuddles were reliable in this

regard, mamy oth r were not. The ?roblem perpetuated when the behavior

analysts accepted for ',Lk of data from their subordinates because

they did not consider it important enoui-4, to :Iersuf. Since data assess-
*

ment was a significant elemen.. -.o the success of the behavior modification

approach, the lack of data severely affecied the objective evaluation of

the program. Attempts were made to encurage and wromote the systematic

collection of data, including a change i,t1 the format under which the buddies

were paid. Additionally, the behavior analysts ra.t only failed to demand

the data but they also talled to chart such data that were turned in by the

buddies.

6. Earlier intervention of target behaviors by buddies. Due to

previous experiences and :ack of sufficient "practice theory" orientation,

the buddies spent too much time getting "to know" their youngsters and

resisted suggestions by the training staff to intervene earlier on

target behaviors. Many buddies spent three to four months or longer, "associat-

ing" with a youngster before they began behavioral interventions. Once

implemented, many intervention plans failed to account for criteria achieve-

ment. This latter situation led to many prolonged interventions, targeting

on behaviors that bad already been successfully modified.

18
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FAMILY COURT

Three years of the Family Court's involv.z in the Buddy System

Project have produced sevoral significant results_ with full recognition

of the problem areas, emphasis I.-, placed on the consistent finding that

offense records showed 4ra[14 redactions in the number of youths commit-

ting offenses and in the mmber ,f offenses committed by those youths who

had committed offenses in the yrir prior to their entry into the program.

In short, it was clearly learn3 that the Buddy System was most effective

in reducing offenses than in presenting them.

This reliable finding is in complete harmon: with the basic goal of the

Family Court to reduce deviant behavior of youth uader probationary status.

The methodology and concept identified and tested by Buddy System should

not be ignored and set aside, merely because the Buddy System Project is

no longer being administered by the Family Court.

With the full support of the Family Court administration, the be-

havioral approach can be used as one of the techniques employed by proba-

tion officers in dispensing services to their selected clientele. It

is important to note that the Family Court's independent integration of

the Buddy System techniques would not require additional funds nor manpower.'

A sufficient number of probation officers have had sufficient training

and experience in the Buddy System Project to serve as a team for a speci-

fied period of time to provide further demonstration and determine whether

the behavioral approach is more effective than traditional casework in bring-

ing about desired behavioral changes among juvenile probationers.

,Properly implemented, the demonstration may result in 1) the probation

officers utilizing the Conditions of Probation Order as a positive 'and

19
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appropriate device to bring abo.: chan?es; greater

utilization of the Volunteers In Probation rVIPs); 3) greater involvement

and commitment of parents or guardians; 4 greater 1.1volvemenz of scnool

personnel and other significant adults; 5) cIeln7fr record- keeping; and

6) most important, objective (.,.,urt dispositilns biqd on concrete findings,

instead of vague, subje,.tive

EXAMPLES FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

1) Utilization of the rONDITTONS OF FROgATTO:: ORDER as a positive

and appropriate deie to brie about desired behavioral changes.

Many case histories indicate that lens- who are not attending col

regularly become involved in lac. violations. One of the Conditions of

_
Probation Order dictates to the uth,, '!Unless excused by this-Court,

atteneschool regularly. Do not behave at school in any manner which might

Cause you to be suspended or expelled."

Positively restated, the above condition orders desivahle behavior to
I

lessen thejossibility of undesirable behavior. To enforce the order, the

probation officers can motivate the youth to obey the order by developing

a contract, which would spell out to the youth that his conforming to the

order for a period of time would result in positive reinforcements, e.g.
4

money, pleasure outings, and eventually, release from probation. The

contract caw be designed to accommodate successive approximations of the

desired terminal behavior, thus assuring success in every instance of its

application.

2) Greater utilization of the VOLUNTEERS IN PROBATION (VIPs).

In support of the Judiciary Department's endorsement and sponsorship

of the VIP program, the implementation of the Buddy System techniques should

increase the number, of VIPs participating in Family Court activities.

2,0
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Depending on the stren,_Iths and it ilitic of the ,113, prob.ition officers

can assign a VIP as (1) a bqddy tc a probationer, '21 a behavioral data

collector and monitor, or (3) z behavior analyst. If VIPs participate in

the program for a durat:on sufficient to devop cl,,e social relationships,

they may even be designate,' meuators in the triadic intervention model.

CD
3) Greater inva-lvemt-nt of parent(,.) or ,:nardiar(s).

Implementation of Syitem cr,cepts necessitates involvement

Of parent(s) or guardian(;) as (I) positive social reinforcers for desired

behavior from the youth in tilt form of ,.pproval and acceptance, (2) behavioral

data collectors and monitors, and/or (3) mediae r5.

4) Grbater involvement if school ner,irel or other si nificant adults.

(Same points as ,i3)

5) Clearer record keeping.

. Insfead of preparing a cumulative narrative record of subjective and

4-%
unfocused periodic summarieF or c

r-hronological reports, the probationer's

record can consist of progress reports, based on behavioral data with clear

identification of the problem behaviors which are being modified.

For example, instead of

"Summary of Contacts from January to :March: ...Probation officer

maintained close contacts during this period. Based on reports

obtained from the school counselor, John's school attendance
and attitude towards his teacher? had improved.,."

the record can include the following:

"Summary .of,Contacts from January to March: ...Weekly contacts

were maintained with Mr. Jones, school counselor, during this

period. Based on his behavioral data (please refer to data on
file), John who had attended school an average of two out of five
days from October to December, had improved his school attend-
ance to an average of four out of fiVe school days. In

addition, Mr. Jones noted that John was no longer presenting
the problem of answering back to his ,teachers...'"

21
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6) nbiectivel Court disoositions based on concrete find-lugs.

Many prpbationer.- ,,r often releasoi iroT probation on the basis that

the probationer's "...overall adjustment has been satisfactory".

On the other hand, a proha-i0.1fr's behaviotall:, stated release can'

be based on the fact that t 'r.,h.ti: ler, who wa3 presenting Fthe problem

behavior of ,:tho,:,1 .1)-s. r,:e at rate of 95%, had re.leced it to 5 since

placement on probation d:r a F-ioral contract. Further, it can be
46

stated that the probationer has n-' been involved in additional law

violations and that his mother, who used to complain at lease once a w4ek

about the probationer's keeping irregular hours, stopped complaining.

Clearly then, the Court's dispoiiti-in would be based on positive

behavioral changes in the probatiork.rs, supported by observable and

measurable behavioral dam.

SELF-MUNPY)R1NG AND EVALUATION ,1

If the Buddy System techniques lire implemented, they should be

systematically evaluated. Procedures which prove to be successful can

then be expanded, while those which are unsuccessful can be revised or

eliminated. The evaluation plan recommended assumes that it would be

iTactical to randomly assign probation youths to different forms of treat-

ment. For example, to use a contracting system with one group of youths and

5

not with another and then compare outcomes for these two groups. Instead

the evaluation could be based on an accurate record of information on each

youngster. This information could then be correlated with outcome to determine

what characteristics are associated with successful probation. The specific

4
steps to accomplish this are outlined below.

22
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I. Information Before Probation. For every youngster placed on

probation information would be collected and recorded on what is known

about that youngster at that time. ills information would include_such
1

observable and measurably, variables as dge, sex, school grade completed,

ethnicity, family structure, previo,ls contact ,7ith government agencies,

I.previous offenses, current offense, etc.

c IT. Information During Probation. This category would be based on

What is known about each youth during probation. Included would be such

variables as age, sex, education,e%peric_ct, and ethnicity of the youngsters'

probation officer, time on probation, ru';bcr of contacts with the probation

Officer; number of contracts the probation officer, number of contracts

successfully completed, type of contracts-by behaviors, rewards, and

penalties, data on the frequency of target behaviors, use of parents or

school personnel, disposition, Internal-external scores of probation officer

and youth (see Appendix B),etc.

All of this information may then be correlated with such outcome

measures (both during and after probation) as number of arrests, interval

to first arrest, probation completion or revocation, seriousness (classifi-

cation) or arrest if any,etc. In this way the association between the

information variables and outcome would be determined. Those data may also

provide information on which approaches work best with what

when administered by what' type of probation officer. The use of each

d of youngsters,

_
approach could then be expanded, rel,".sed, or eliminated.

23
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APPENDI'X A

FC-1,-645 (Rev. 10/70)

IN THE FAMILY COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT,

F.C. No.

IN THE INTEREST OF

Born Age

STATE OF HAWAII

CONDITIONS OF PROBATION

ORDER

You have been placed on probation under the authority of\the
laws of the State of Hawaii and'a probation officer has been assigned

to counsel and help you.

While you are on probation, you shall obey the following rules

and any added special conditions.

1. Obey all laws and municipal ordinances.

2. Obey your parent or guardian.
4

3. Unless excused by this Court, attend school regularly. Do not behave

. at school in any manner which might cause you to be suspended or expelled.

4. If excused from school, obtain a job; do not quit or change jobs without

your probation officer's approval. If discharged from your, lob, notify

your probation officer withid three days.

5. Do not remain away from your residence for more than twenty-four hours

without first having obtained permission, from your parent or guardian or,.

yourprobation officer.

6. Notify your probation officer of any change of address and telephone

number. Ybu must obtain the court's permission if you plan to leave

Oahu.

7. Follow instructions given you by your probation officer..

8. Report in person to your probation officer at such places and times as

he may direct.

YOUR SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF PROBATION ARE:



8. Report in person to your probation officer* at such placer and times as
he may direct.

SOUR SPECIAL,CONDITIONS OF PROBATION ARE,

Failure to obey your. conditions of proba,tion may result in
further court action for VIOLATION CF'PROBATION.

Dated ak Hono1uJ.u, Hawaii, this
19

day of

The conditions of probation have been,eX4wined to me end I fully
understand.arid adcept them.

10-ate

APPROVED:
JUDGE

=1.111.

Probafioner



APPENb1X B

THE 'THIRD ACTION YEAR OF THE BUDDY SYSTEM:

SOME ADDITIONAL RESULTS

The training, evaluation, and research of the third action year has been

Presented in report :=9. The purpose of this appendix is to report some

additional findings on the relationship between the internal-external

dimension (I-E) behavioral outcome.

The I-E dimension 4efersto how people view the source of control of

their behavior. Internals tend to believe That what happens to them is a

.function of what,they.do; while externals tend to believe that it doesn't

niattet'what they do, "whatever will happen will happen:' -- It is analogous

to the distinction betWeen skill and luCkor fate.

I-E tests were administered tOkboth buddies and'youligsters._ The buddies
_

completed an adult form (Rotter, 1966) and the youths an adolesdent 'form

(Crandall, Katkovsky, and-Crandall, 1965). The purpose was to see how

combinations of buddy-youth I-E scores related to improvement of the youngsters'

target behavior. Data was available on 22 youngsters who were placed in,to

one of three groups based on buddy-youth I-E scores as presented in Table 1.

The higher the score the more externally oriented the individual.

Table 1

croup Number of Youths Average I-E Score
Buddy - Youth

Low-High 6 10 18

Medium 9 14 14

High-Low 7 18 10

1
The Low -High group consisted of youths with cores three or more points

°

higher than'theirbuddies' score; the Medium group, of youngsters whose scores

27



did not deviate more than 2 points in either iircction from their !,eddy's

-score; and the High-Low group of those youths with scores three or more

' points lower than their buddy's score.

The' results showed that while the target behzviors of youngsters in all

three groups improved, those in the Medium group improved the most and those

in the High-Low group the least (the correlation; were +:51 and -.57 respective-

ly).

It appears then that youngsters who are more internally oriented than

their buddies (the High-Low group) do not improve as much as other youths.

This may happen_ because these youths like to .see themselves as controlling

'their own.bell'avior, are placed in a system which attempts to control their

behavior extecnally, and assigned a buddy who also believes in external

control. As a result the system is less rewarding for them and they improve

the minimum necessary to obtain the rewards offered in the Buddy System.
,1

These results suggest that e'en attempt should be made to matci buddies

and youngsters, so that their 1-E scores are asequal as possible and youths

should not be assigned to buddies with higher I-E scores.

In addition the buddies I-E scores also related to how much improvement

the buddy showed on tht, pre-post tests of the training manual. The correla-

tion was -.76, indicating that external buddies gained the least.* Although

gains on the training manual tests were unrelated to the youngsters'

improvement of target behavior, it appears that internally oriented buddies

are easier to train in the Buddy System. Thus it is recommended that

recruitment priority for buddy positions ..,(1 given to internally oriented

applicants.
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